
SIDEMOUNT
Ladder Restraint System

MODEL  LRS-SM
Fits Both Extension Ladders and Step Ladders

.com

GET HOOKED!



QUIKFACTS

MEETS STATE
& FEDERAL
GUIDELINES

Gives you safety and 
security while you 

are on the road.

APPROVED

ACCOMODATES
EXTENSION &
STEP LADDERS
"U" shaped hook 

restricts movement 
by encasing rungs 
of ladders. Works 
on both extension 
and step ladders.

Perfectly designed 
to accept most 
long-shank 
padlocks.

The Side Mount Ladder Restraint System is designed to provide security
and safety to anyone needing to carry a ladder on their vehicle ladder rack.

SAFE • SIMPLE • STRONG

LADDERCLAMP

LOCKABLE

RUST FREE
ALUMINUM

Built out of corrosion 
free Aluminum guaranteeing 
long life with no rust.

ALUMINUM

Simply flip the handle 
and the hook swings 
over the ladder rungs.

SPRING LOADED
MOVEMENT

RUBBER TIPPED
 HOOK

The rubber tips protect 
both the sides and rungs 
of the ladder.

Vertical
Mount

Horizontal
Mount

Predrilled 
holes will accommodate 

vertical or horizontal 
mounting options.

MOUNTING
OPTIONS

ENGINEERED
TO PERFORM

In use since 1992,
our engineered 

restraint systems 
have proven they are 

built to perform.

QUIK-LOCKQUIK-LOCKQUIK-LOCK



SAFE • SIMPLE • STRONG

The Side Mount Ladder Restraint also comes with a restraint strap to keep
the ladder from rattling while the vehicle is in motion.

RESTRAINTSTRAP
QUIKFACTS

Pick-Ups

Pick-Ups
with Caps

Vans

Service or
Utility Bodies

1 YEAR
WARRANTY

NYLON
WEBBING

Heavy duty webbing 
is durable and sewn 

to prevent unraveling 
in the wind.

PULL LOOP
Loop sewn into 

strap allows 
you to cinch it 

tight around 
the ladder.

Stainless Steel
Hardware

All hardware used in 
assembly and 

installation is made 
from rust free 
stainless steel.  

Predrilled holes allow 
a variety of mounting 
options.  Secure your 
strap in any direction 
even upside down.

MOUNTING
OPTIONS

Vertical
Mount

Horizontal
Mount

FITS MANY
APPLICATIONS

EASY
INSTALLATION

Simply mark, drill 
and bolt it on.  

Couldn't get much 
easier than that!

WEB CLAMP
Strap easily slides 

through military style 
buckle while the teeth 

keep it from pulling 
through once secured.

Designed to mount 
on virtually any 

ladder rack on any 
service vehicle.
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